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Foundational Reading Strategies
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Today we are exploring…
Strategies, resources and ideas for:
      

• reading mini-lessons that include teacher modelling and 
active engagement 

• teaching students specific reading behaviours and 
strategies, including word solving, comprehension, and 
fluency skills 

This workshop was planned in consultation with 
CISVA POPEY District Partners -  

Nicole Regush and Claudia Gustaldo 

WHAT

The Golden Circle of Why

WHY?

HOW

Why is 
effective 

instruction & 
support in  
Reading 

important?



A Fresh Look at Phonics K-2 — Blevins

Reading Instruction: A Systematic Scope 
& Sequence
‣ Phonics instruction - teaching students to map 
sounds onto spellings

‣ This enables students to decode (sound out) words 
while reading

‣ This improves students’ word recognition skills

‣ An increased number of words known automatically 

leads to improved fluency

‣ Reading fluency is linked to reading comprehension

‣ Comprehension allows students to read connected text 

independently

• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours

• begin to understand concepts of print

• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes 

Emergent

The Developmental Stages of Reading

Early 

• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds

• know that print represents sounds & words

• understand most concepts of print

• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters

• develop decoding & problem solving skills

• acquire a collection of high frequency words

• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues

• identify words with greater skill & ease 
• apply more complex comprehension strategies

• have a bigger bank of sight words

• stronger decoding skills

• cueing systems to support comprehension

Fluent

Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

‣Students learn to read by reading continuous text 

‣Students need to read a variety of high-quality texts to build a 
reading process 

‣Students need to read a large quantity of texts to build a reading 
process 

‣Students need to read different texts for different purposes 

‣Students need to hear many texts read aloud

Adapted from:  Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

continued…

Resource Package Handout



Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

‣Students need different levels of support at different times 

‣A text “level” means different things in different instructional 
contexts 

‣The more students read for authentic purposes, the more likely they 
are to make a place for reading in their lives 

‣Students need to see themselves as readers who have tastes and 
preferences

Adapted from:  Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

…continued

Resource Package Handout

Systems of Strategic Actions shows how many things are happening in 
a reader’s head  

‣these actions are simultaneous & coordinated thinking activities

What Do Readers Need to Do?

Adapted from:  Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell & 

Reading is one of the most complex things we learn.

Systems of Strategic Actions

three ways of 
thinking about a text 

while reading

WHAT

The Golden Circle of Why

HOW?

WHY

How do we support 
scaffolded reading?

How do we structure 
our class & schedule 

for scaffolded 
reading support?



Reading Workshop

Adapted from: Units of Study - Calkins & Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg & The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser

mini-
lesson/
focus 
lesson

independent time

Teacher is: 
• conferring with students 
• teaching small groups 
• providing mid-workshop small 
teaching moments

Students are: 
• working privately  
• working with a partner 
• working in a group

the classroom runsHOW

sharing
‣ teacher 
‣ students

celebration

teach

whole  group

celebrate & share

apply

small-group 
partners 

independent

mini-l
ess

on

Scaffolded Support for Reading

Reading TO Children

Reading Together

Reading WITH Children

Reading BY Children

Active Read Aloud

Shared Reading

Independent 
Reading

Reading WITH Children

‣Literacy Centres 
‣Reading Workshop Partners 
‣ Book Clubs

‣Guided Reading  
‣Small-Group Reading 

Active Read Aloud
Whole Class Reading Lesson



Talk the 
Talk

‣We want to talk the talk of bears

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

What words might I run into?

•when you start to read about a new topic - you want to think - 

‣What are some keywords about bears that we already know?

•we’re going to read a book about bears 

Interactive Read-Aloud

‣Think about words you might 
expect to see in this book 
  

for example: hibernate

‣Type your predictions into the chat box 
before I start reading the book to you

‣Listen along as I read, and see if you hear the words we brainstormed

‣If/when I say our words, use the REACTIONS button in 
the Zoom toolbar to give me a thumbs up 👍

Talk the 
Talk

•think about the lingo you’re going to find in books with a 
specific topic

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading Grade 2 - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

What words might you run into?

• in your break-out groups…

•talk the talk of your topic

•If we had time together you could… 
read your book with your group - notice when you read the lingo 
you brainstormed!



Reading WITH Children
Small Group Reading

✦ specific goals & purpose - responsive to kids’ strengths & needs 

✦ efficient - more kids seen more often 

✦ peer support - kids mentor & support each other to reach goals 

✦ kids practice problem-solving, new skills, &/or strategies 
‣reading texts that increase in difficulty over time 
‣through meaningful conversations about their texts 
‣with supportive coaching - as needed

Teaching Reading in Small Groups - Serravallo

Benefits of Small Group Reading

Adapted from - POPEY Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support &

⭐Teaching Towards Independence ⭐ 
teaching the reader & not the book

Reading BY Children



Benefits of Reading Conferences

⭐It’s an opportunity for growth - for you & for the kids⭐

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

✦ can see the rich variety of each student - honour & value where 
they are in their reading journey 

✦you become a researcher - as you learn about each kid 

✦opportunity to develop strong relationships while they get 
concentrated attention 

✦opportunity to gather information & support in a variety of ways: 
‣assessment  
‣goal-setting 
‣coaching 
‣ research 
‣compliment 

During Reading Conferences…

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

students are:
‣self-reflecting

‣asking for support

‣showing what they have learned

‣practicing strategies

teachers are:

‣giving feedback

‣supporting strategies still being    
practiced

‣offering new strategies

‣coaching, guiding, complimenting…

a pop quiz

What conferring is…

✓a conversation with a student

✓a time for students to do the work 

✓a time to offer individualized support

✓a time to teach the reader

What conferring is not…

a time for teachers to do all the 
talking 

a time to reteach everyone the 
same lesson

a time to teach the book

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Reading Conferences

✓a time to guide & coach a time to do extensive modelling



Compliment 
Conference

Research 
Ask questions, look at text, have the student read aloud

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Decide 
Determine a strength and point it out to the student

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment 
(what they did, why it’s helpful, what they could continue doing…)

Nice fluent reading. Wow! You’re reading sounds 
like you speak. That’s very 
important because when 
you read smoothly, and 
with expression, you will 
understand what you are 
read even better. Keep 
doing that when you read, 
okay?

can become…

Goal Setting 
Conference

Guided Inquiry 
Help the child name a goal by asking questions while looking at an example of their work

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Teach 
Offer the student a strategy to help them begin working on their goal

Coach 
Provide feedback as the student practices

Sample Inquiry Questions: 
What do you notice about your work? 
Can you think of ways you might improve it? 
When you look at your work, what do you find you struggle with? 
What will make the biggest difference for you as a reader? 
What is some new work you are thinking of taking on? 
One thing I notice is… what are your thoughts?  

Link 
Leave the student with a reminder of the goal and strategy

Coaching 
Conference

Teach 
Remind the student of their goal. Offer a strategy (perhaps model)

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Have the student practice the strategy. Use prompts to coach.

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for the student 
to practice independently.

Strategy: 

“Look at the picture. Now 
look at the caption. Explain 
what is happening in the 
picture by looking closely at 
it.

Prompts: 

“What are you thinking 
about what the caption 
said?”



Research-Decide 
-Teach  

Conference

Research 
Ask questions, look at writing, have the student read

Decide 
Determine a strength and a possibility for teaching (ideally they are aligned)

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment

Teach 
Offer a strategy

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Give feedback as the student practices 

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for what the student will do independently

Today we looked at…

Strategies, resources and ideas for:

      

• reading mini-lessons that include teacher modelling and 
active engagement 

• teaching students specific reading behaviours and 
strategies, including word solving, comprehension, and 
fluency skills 

Workshop Feedback

surveymonkey.com/r/CISVApopey

please check your email  

OR put this address into any internet browser:



lisa@popey.ca

@POPEYBC popeybc

*Resources to support today’s learning 
are at the back of the eHandout
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Sources
Books

A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Units of Study - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

The Daily Five - Boushey & Mosey

A Fresh Look at Phonics K-2 — Blevins

Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg

Teaching Reading in Small Groups - Serravallo

Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg


